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Press Release
Futrus® Solutions with DuPont™ Corian® Launches New Healthcare Products
with Integrated Technology
San Diego, Calif., Futrus® Solutions first unveiled its pioneering line of healthcare solutions, made primarily with
DuPont™ Corian® solid surface, at the Design Healthcare Conference in 2012. At this year’s
conference, Futrus® will unveil its latest additions to the line, which incorporate DuPont™ Corian®
wireless charging technology, to enable patients, their families, and healthcare workers to recharge
compatible mobile and tablet devices by simply placing them on the seamless Corian ®
surface.
On display at this year’s conference will be a range of Futrus® products, including the Futrus®
Image Headwall; Futrus® Hybrid Bedside Cabinet, Futrus® Teardrop Occasional Table, and the
Futrus® Parsons Table which will demonstrate the seamlessly integrated, advanced DuPont™ Corian®
wireless charging technology. Also displayed will be the award-winning Futrus® Casework System,
recently installed at The Ohio State University Wexner Medical Center, the largest publicly funded
hospital in Ohio State history, designed to specifically help address the cleaning and infection control
needs of the facility.
Mark Allen, head of Futrus®, comments, “Healthcare Design Conference is an incredible platform
to showcase the increasing design versatility of our products and how they are evolving to meet the
needs of both interiors and technology. Scalability and ease of specification are built into Futrus®
products’ DNA. We have a comprehensive range of products designed to not only meet the needs, but
also the budgets of today’s healthcare environments.”
“Our goal is to design quality, durable and technologically compatible products that will match a
client’s vision and budgetary constraints,” states Rachel Bixler, Marketing Manager at Futrus®. Futrus®
Solutions enable healthcare facilities, architects and designers to stay at the very forefront of healthcare
design, while remaining cost-effective.
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Futrus® Image Headwall
The customizable, all-inclusive Futrus® Image Headwall conceals medical equipment outlets
behind a sliding Corian® panel to create a more relaxed and healing environment for the patient.
This headwall solution provides smooth vertical movement on an automatically balanced slide to
allow easy access to medical gases, storage and electrical services. The unit allows for a variety
of framing and custom graphic print options – all included at a competitive cost. The headwall is
available either as recessed or wall mount. It is ideally suited to conceal surfaces in renovations,
labor and delivery rooms, recovery rooms and long-term care facilities.
Futrus® Hybrid Bedside Cabinet
The Futrus® Hybrid Bedside Cabinet has all the standard features of the original Futrus® Bedside
Cabinet but is designed with wood-look thermofoil composite sides to provide an even more
economical solution for patient rooms. The appearance is warm and patient-friendly, while the
durability and performance remains uncompromised. The unit features integrated Corian®
handles, a no-drip/spill proof top and bumpers to protect walls. The seamless DuPont™ Corian®
countertop and drawer-face elements allow for easy and effective bleach cleaning where it
counts most.
Futrus® Teardrop Occasional Table
The Futrus® Teardrop Occasional Table, constructed with the same DuPont™ Corian® solid
surface thermoforming techniques as the popular Futrus® Cylinder Table, but boasts a fresh,
healthcare friendly form. These occasional tables are durable and seamless with a simple,
timeless shape that adapts to all environments – inside and out. Ideal for high-use areas, such
as reception, lobby and outdoor spaces. Specifiable with advanced technology integration,
including power/data grommets or seamlessly integrated DuPont™ Corian® wireless charging
technology.
Futrus® Parsons Table
The Futrus® Parsons Table range is a popular design constructed of DuPont™ Corian® solid
surface using, advanced, light-weight construction techniques patented by Futrus®. Easy to
specify in a variety of styles with an integrated wired or advanced seamless wireless charging
power option, these tables are ideal solutions for high-use areas in communal dining or work
spaces. The monolithic style of the Futrus® Parsons Table range is available in all the DuPont™
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Corian® colors, as well as, a variety of sizes and custom configurations. All Futrus® Parsons
Tables are backed by a 5-year warranty.
Futrus® products are available in over 120 DuPont™ Corian® solid surface color options, including
the newly released DeepColor™ Technology by DuPont™ Corian® surfaces palette.
Futrus® Healthcare Solutions are designed to meet the needs of today’s and tomorrow’s
healthcare environment. These innovative solutions enable architects and designers to create healthier
environments for patients, their families, and healthcare workers. The integrated wireless technology
available in the Futrus® Occasional Tables and Futrus® Parsons Tables combines the Corian® solid
surface durability with advanced technology to seamlessly address the multi-purpose necessities of the
healthcare and commercial environments.
Futrus® looks forward to revealing a number of large projects and solutions with architects and
designers from around the world who have specified Futrus® Solutions with DuPont™ Corian® due to its
design flexibility and beauty.
Futrus® Solutions embody the versatility, customization, and cost-competitive needs of the
healthcare and commercial environments. Top ranked healthcare design firm HDR Inc., recently
integrated their collaborative workspace vision in their New York City Office, with design concepts and
products from Futrus®. The project case study will be released in conjunction with the Healthcare Design
Conference. Futrus® also will be showcasing other major installations including cutting edge operating
room casework.
Architects and designers can learn more about Futrus® Solutions with DuPont™ Corian® by
visiting www.futrus.com, emailing info@futrus.com, or calling 1-877-FUTRUS1 (388-7871).
Futrus® is a furniture company dedicated to developing solutions that truly meet the
demands of commercial and healthcare environments. The design and manufacturing team is
credited with over 33 years of experience as one of the Midwest’s pioneering fabricators of DuPont™
Corian® solid surface. The Futrus® team combines their expert knowledge, engineering and design
skills to create solid surface products that are intelligent, progressive, durable and best of all,
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accessible. DuPont™ Corian® is nontoxic and non-allergenic to humans, and has received NSF/ANSI
51 Certification for food contact and Class I (A) fire rating.
The DuPont™ manufacturing facilities that produce DuPont™ Corian® solid surface have been
certified according to ISO 14001. As a result of a multi-year improvement program, all of these
facilities have achieved zero landfill status by reducing, reusing and recycling manufacturing byproducts and waste.
DuPont Building Innovations is a driving force in the transformation of the building and
construction industry through its use of building and materials science to solve emerging needs and
create value for its commercial and residential customers. The company maintains its industry-leading
position by applying innovative thinking to the development of energy-saving weatherization systems
and beautiful and long-lasting surfacing solutions. DuPont Building Innovations’ best-known products
and premier brands include: DuPont™ Corian® solid surfaces, DuPont™ Zodiaq® quartz surfaces,
DuPont™ Tyvek® Weatherization Systems and a broad portfolio of garden and landscaping products.
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